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Bando di concorso 37° ciclo
Admission to Ph.D. programme,
37th cycle
LAW & SOCIAL CHANGE: THE
CHALLENGES OF
TRANSNATIONAL REGULATION
(PON)
Tipologia di procedura selezionata: PROCEDURA UNICA

Descrizione del dottorato
description
descrizione: Il corso di dottorato in “Law & Social Change: The
Challenges of Transnational Regulation” si svolge in
convenzione con altre università europee. Esso ha
come lingua principale l’inglese e prevede un’attività
didattica e di ricerca presso le sedi convenzionate.
Esso si propone l'obiettivo di approfondire le molte
questioni giuridiche attinenti alla crisi della sovranità
statuale, alla disarticolazione del sistema
tradizionale delle fonti del diritto, nonché alla
regolazione dei fenomeni e dei rapporti a carattere
eminentemente transfrontaliero. Saranno
considerate
leterze
lineeparti.
tematiche indicate nel
Questo sito utilizza
cookie tecnici,prioritarie
analytics e di
bando.
Proseguendo nella navigazione accetti l’utilizzo dei cookie.
title:

Law and social change: the challenges of
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transnational regulation
description: The PhD program has an international character and
is established on the basis of agreement among
various European universities. The primary working
language will be English; the learning and teaching
activities of the Program will take place in the
several partner institutions. The aim of the program
is to deepen the legal questions related to the crisis
of state sovereignty, to the disruption of the
traditional system of sources of law, as well as to the
regulation of legal relationships and phenomena
having transnational character. The research topics
specified in this call will be regarded as particularly
important.

Procedure attivate procedures
PROCEDURA STANDARD

SI (OBBLIGATORIA) - standard
procedure

PROCEDURA RISERVATA
PER STRANIERI standard
procedure

NO

Procedura standard
Specifiche economiche
Specifiche economiche contenute nella richiesta
di accreditamento (COMPLESSIVE PER IL
CORSO)
Borse Ateneo

Borse
Dipartimento

Borse Esterne

Posti senza
borsa

0

0

4

0

Tematiche definite per il dottorato
- Reducing the Impact of Climate Change: International and
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European Regulatory Strategies
Climate change has among its effects the increase in frequency
and magnitude of so-called ‘climate or extreme weather related
hazards’. The project shall deal with the European and
international regulatory strategies aimed at preventing, mitigating
and controlling such hazards, including also the 2021 EU Strategy
on adaptation to climate change. The project shall be coherent
with the guidelines set by DM 1061/2021 (in particular with the
line of funding “Green”, as defined by art. 3 DM 1061/2021) The
candidate shall spend at least 6 months doing research at ENEL
spa, subject to requirements and conditions agreed upon by the
University of Roma Tre and ENEL spa
- Reducing the Impact of Climate Change: International and
European Regulatory Strategies
Climate change has among its effects the increase in frequency
and magnitude of so-called ‘climate or extreme weather related
hazards’. The project shall deal with the European and
international regulatory strategies aimed at preventing, mitigating
and controlling such hazards, including also the 2021 EU Strategy
on adaptation to climate change. The project shall be coherent
with the guidelines set by DM 1061/2021 (in particular with the
line of funding “Green”, as defined by art. 3 DM 1061/2021) The
candidate shall spend at least 6 months doing research at ENEL
spa, subject to requirements and conditions agreed upon by the
University of Roma Tre and ENEL spa
- Energy transition and social inequalities
The project shall investigate the causes and the ethical, social,
economic and legal effects of potential imbalances in access to
energy resources, with specific reference to the transition process
towards renewable and less polluting energy sources and to the
ongoing climate change. Particular attention shall be paid to the
issue of "energy poverty", and to the regulatory strategies aimed
at establishing more equitable and inclusive development models.
The project shall be coherent with the guidelines set by DM
1061/2021 (in particular with the line of funding “Green”, as
defined by art. 3 DM 1061/2021) The candidate shall spend at
least 6 months doing research at RSE spa, subject to
requirements and conditions agreed upon by the University of
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Roma Tre and RSE spa
- Energy transition and social inequalities
The project shall investigate the causes and the ethical, social,
economic and legal effects of potential imbalances in access to
energy resources, with specific reference to the transition process
towards renewable and less polluting energy sources and to the
ongoing climate change. Particular attention shall be paid to the
issue of "energy poverty", and to the regulatory strategies aimed
at establishing more equitable and inclusive development models.
The project shall be coherent with the guidelines set by DM
1061/2021 (in particular with the line of funding “Green”, as
defined by art. 3 DM 1061/2021) The candidate shall spend at
least 6 months doing research at RSE spa, subject to
requirements and conditions agreed upon by the University of
Roma Tre and RSE spa
- Planned obsolescence between market freedom, consumer
protection and sustainable development
The project shall investigate the European and international
regulatory strategies aimed at contrasting the planned
obsolescence of products (in particular electronic products and
products with digital content), and analyze the problems involved
in terms of consumer protection, competition, sustainable
development and market regulation The project shall be coherent
with the guidelines set by DM 1061/2021 (in particular with the
line of funding “Green”, as defined by art. 3 DM 1061/2021) The
candidate shall spend at least 6 months doing research at Cysco
Systems (Italy) srl, subject to requirements and conditions agreed
upon by the University of Roma Tre and Cysco Systems (Italy) srl
- Planned obsolescence between market freedom, consumer
protection and sustainable development
The project shall investigate the European and international
regulatory strategies aimed at contrasting the planned
obsolescence of products (in particular electronic products and
products with digital content), and analyze the problems involved
in terms of consumer protection, competition, sustainable
development and market regulation The project shall be coherent
with the guidelines set by DM 1061/2021 (in particular with the
line of funding “Green”, as defined by art. 3 DM 1061/2021) The
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candidate shall spend at least 6 months doing research at Cysco
Systems (Italy) srl, subject to requirements and conditions agreed
upon by the University of Roma Tre and Cysco Systems (Italy) srl
- Digital justice: algorithmic decision-making and adjudication of
disputes
The project shall deepen the issues related to digital justice, and
namely it shall focus on one or more of the following topics:
automation of trial activities, through standard decision models,
organizational models of the role of the judge and lawyer's
practices, management software for trial activities; use of
computer techniques typical of Computational Linguistics and
Natural Language Processing, such as Information Extraction and
Text Mining, to obtain structured or semi-structured information
from legal texts. The project shall be coherent with the guidelines
set by DM 1061/2021 (in particular with the line of funding
“Innovation”, as defined by art. 3 DM 1061/2021) The candidate
shall spend at least 6 months doing research at ADR Intesa srl,
subject to requirements and conditions agreed upon by the
University of Roma Tre and ADR Intesa srl
- Digital justice: algorithmic decision-making and adjudication of
disputes
The project shall deepen the issues related to digital justice, and
namely it shall focus on one or more of the following topics:
automation of trial activities, through standard decision models,
organizational models of the role of the judge and lawyer's
practices, management software for trial activities; use of
computer techniques typical of Computational Linguistics and
Natural Language Processing, such as Information Extraction and
Text Mining, to obtain structured or semi-structured information
from legal texts. The project shall be coherent with the guidelines
set by DM 1061/2021 (in particular with the line of funding
“Innovation”, as defined by art. 3 DM 1061/2021) The candidate
shall spend at least 6 months doing research at ADR Intesa srl,
subject to requirements and conditions agreed upon by the
University of Roma Tre and ADR Intesa srl

Il candidato sceglierà una tematica in fase
di presentazione della candidatura on line
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Procedura concorsuale
Valutazione The preliminary evaluation of the candidates will be
titoli
based on the following: a) Grades of Bachelor and
Master’s degree ; b) CV including professional and
academic history; c) Publications, if any; d) Original
research project written in English, of maximum
14,000 characters, spaces included, bibliography
included, related to the doctoral dissertation that the
applicant wishes to carry out during the JDP and
coherent with one of the lines of research of the
Program; e) 1 Letter of reference (either to be
included in the application or sent directly by the
referee to the secretary of the Program, Mr. Stefano
Passera, at the email address:
stefano.passera@uniroma3.it )
Prova orale A limited number of students will be admitted to the
oral interview (to be held either in presence or on one
of the main digital platforms, such as Microsoft
Teams, Zoom, etc.). This will be aimed at providing a
final assessment of candidates' knowledge and
qualifications (study results), as well as of the
scientific potential of candidates' research project
(aptitude for academic research).

Recapiti e ulteriori informazioni (validi per
il dottorato e per tutti gli eventuali
curricola)
Informazioni For any information and for the confidential
e recapiti
transmission by referees of reference letters please
contact Mr. Stefano Passera:
stefano.passera@uniroma3.it; tel. +39. 06.57334060
Eventuali
ulteriori

ALL APPLICATIONS for the Doctoral Program
SHOULD INCLUDE: a) Bachelor’s degree certificate
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informazioni with the final grade and exact name of the degree,
supported by a certificate with a full list of the exams
taken, grades awarded and the academic grading
scale (academic transcript / transcript of records); b)
Master’s degree certificate with the final grade and
exact name of the degree, supported by a certificate
with a full list of the exams taken, grades awarded
and the academic grading scale (academic transcript
/ transcript of records); CV including professional and
academic history; c) Publications, if any; d) Diploma
Supplement (if applicable, it will not be subjected to
evaluation); e) Original research project written in
English, of maximum 14,000 characters, spaces
included, bibliography included, related to the
doctoral dissertation that the applicant wishes to
carry out during the JDP and coherent with one of
the thematic lines of research of the Program; f) 1
Letter of reference (either to be included in the
application or sent directly by the candidate or by the
referee to the secretary of the Program, Mr. Stefano
Passera, at the email address:
stefano.passera@uniroma3.it

Curriculum studiorum
data e voto di laurea (obbligatorio)
elenco degli esami sostenuti per la laurea MAGISTRALE e
relative votazioni (obbligatorio)
elenco degli esami sostenuti per la laurea TRIENNALE e relative
votazioni
elenco cronologico di Borse di studio, Assegni di ricerca (et
similia) percepiti
Diplomi/certificati di conoscenza lingue estere
Diplomi/attestati di partecipazione di corsi universitari postlauream
Attestati di partecipazione a gruppi di ricerca
Attestati di partecipazione a stage
Altri riconoscimenti (p. es.: premiazione in concorsi, seconda
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laurea)

Ulteriore documentazione richiesta ai
candidati
progetto di ricerca

Obbligatorio

prima lettera di presentazione (a cura di un docente) Obbligatorio
elenco delle pubblicazioni

Non
obbligatorio

pubblicazioni (un pdf per ciascuna)

Non
obbligatorio

tesi di laurea (completa) - i candidati LAUREANDI
dovranno caricare almeno una bozza della tesi
completa

Non
obbligatorio

seconda lettera di presentazione (a cura di un
docente)

Non
obbligatorio

abstract tesi di laurea

Non
obbligatorio

Competenza linguistica richiesta ai
candidati
Il candidato dovrà obbligatoriamente conoscere le seguenti
lingue:
INGLESE

Roma, 12 ottobre 2021
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